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TAXON 33(3): 469492. AUGUST 1984 

THE CONCEPT OF NOMENCLATURAL ILLEGITIMACY, 
INCLUDING 32 PROPOSALS TO AMEND THE CODE 

P. G. Parkinson1 

Summary 
According to Art. 6.4 of the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (Sydney), "An illegitimate 

name is one that is designated as such in Arts. 18.3 or 63-67 (see also Art. 21 Note 1 and Art. 24 
Note 1)." Art. 6.3 defines legitimacy; "A legitimate name is one that is in accordance with the rules." 
A name which is not "in accordance with the rules" is not necessarily illegitimate however. If it is 
contrary to Art. 33 the name is invalid. If the name is contrary to Art. 57 it is merely incorrect. A 
sentence was added to Art. 6.4 at Sydney, stating "A name which according to this Code was illegitimate 
when published cannot become legitimate later unless it is conserved." 

Despite the wording of previous Codes in speaking of "illegitimate names or epithets" there was 
agreement among most botanists to whom I referred the point that epithets cannot be illegitimate. 
Legitimacy is a property of a validly published name. If a name is not validly published it has no 
standing under the Code. If it is validly published then it is either legitimate or illegitimate. If it is 
legitimate then it is used either correctly or else incorrectly. The Editorial Committee for the Sydney 
Code accepted this and deleted all references to "illegitimate epithets" from the Sydney Code while 
that was in draft. This affects only slightly the meaning of Art. 6. It has long seemed to me that if a 
name is validly published then it can be used correctly or incorrectly; I see no need for a special 
category of names which are valid but not legitimate. In coming to this viewpoint I have examined 
the origins and effects of the concept of nomenclatural illegitimacy and these studies have confirmed 
for me my suspicion that the entire concept of legitimacy/illegitimacy is an unnecessary, confusing 
encumbrance on the Code and that the purposes of botanical nomenclature will be best served if we 
get rid of it. This paper sets forth the arguments for this position. 

The Origins of Nomenclatural Illegitimacy 
You will not find the terms "legitimate" or "illegitimate" in the "International Rules 

for Botanical Nomenclature adopted by the International Botanical Congress held at Vi- 
enna, 1905", the Vienna Code. Section 4 of the Vienna Code deals with effective publication 
"by the sale or public distribution of printed matter or indelible autographs" (Art. 35), 
and with nomenclatural validity; "After January 1st 1908 the publication of names of new 
groups will be valid only when they are accompanied by a latin diagnosis" (Art. 36) etc. 
Names which are not provided with diagnoses or descriptions are said to be not "effectively 
published" (Art. 38), but curiously "not valid" according to Art. 37. Thus the Vienna Code 
confuses what we now regard as the effective publication of works and the valid publication 
of names included in those works. 

Art. 15 of the Vienna Code stated "Each natural group of plants can bear in science only 
one valid designation . . ."; Principle IV of the Leningrad and Sydney Codes derives from 
this Article. The Article confuses valid nomenclature with correct nomenclature, as we 
would now term it. In the Vienna Code "valid" often has the same meaning as the word 
now does in zoological nomenclature; its usage in modern botanical nomenclature however, 
is different. Botanists were told (Vienna Code Art. 51) that they "should refuse to admit" 
a name which was "applied in the plant kingdom to a group which has an earlier valid 
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name", when the name so applied is a later homonym, when it is based on a monstrosity 
when it is a nomen confusum and "when it is contrary to the rules of Section 5". Art. 50 
states "No-one is authorised to reject a later homonym because of the existence of an 
earlier homonym which is universally regarded as non-valid." Arts. 54 and 55 also provide 
for names to be rejected, but without calling them non-valid. Art. 56 notes that a rejected 
name is to be replaced "by the oldest valid name in the group in question." 

Under the Vienna Code then, provided a name was effectively published, it was either 
the valid (i.e. correct) name for the group concerned or else it was a non-valid and rejected 
name (synonym) for that group. Today we would say that provided the name is validly 
published (in an effectively published work) then it is either the correct name for a taxon 
with a given circumscription rank and position or else it is an incorrect name (synonym) 
for that taxon. 

In the various American Codes which culminated in the American Type Code (published 
in Science n.s. v. 53 no. 1370: 312-314. 1 April 1921), the words legitimate and illegitimate 
do not appear either. This Code dealt with effective publication under Art. 1 "A specific 
name is validly published when it has been printed and distributed with a description or 
a reference to a previously published description" and Art. 2; "A generic name is published 
when it has been printed and distributed with [various conditions concerning provision 
of a description]." An [effectively] published name is rejected under this Code when "preoc- 
cupied" (i.e. homonym), when there is an older "valid" name based on another member 
of the same group (metonym), when there is an older "valid" name based on the same 
type (typonym) and when it "has not been effectively published according to the provisions 
of Section 1 of these rules (hyponym)". Rejected names were not called either "non-valid" 
or "invalid". 

In both of these Codes there is unresolved confusion between the admissability of a 
name as a name for anything and its admissability as a name for a particular thing. We 
would now distinguish these matters as validity of publication and correctness of appli- 
cation. In these two foundation Codes these separate matters were both termed "validity". 
Suringar (1929, p. 3) made an attempt to draw a distinction between validly published and 

correctly applied names, remarking: 

"The terms valid and legal, invalid and illegal are often confused. I suggest to call a name valid if 
it in itself is in accord with the Rules, invalid if not so. Lignum would be an invalid name: Abies 
Borisii regis Mattf is an invalid name because the specific name not conforms [sic] to the rules; the 
species names of monotypic genera in Linnaeus "Species Plantarum" are invalid because there is no 
description nor a reference to a description nor a reference to a description under an other name from 
1753 or later (Art. 19, 37). In some cases the references are moreover insufficient (f.i. Buxus semper- 
vivens). 

"And I suggest to call a name legal if it, with respect to other plant species is in accord with the 
Rules, illegal if not so; f.i. the oldest name of a genus if valid in itself is, generally spoken, the legal 
one; the later synonyms though valid are illegal; Linum multiflorum Lam. is a valid but an illegal 
name (nomen abortivum). 

"Invalid names may be made valid omni consensu f.i. the Linnean species names mentioned above; 
or by technical improvement (borissii-regis) illegal names may be legalised as are f.i. many of the 
generic names on the list of nomina conservanda." 

This demonstrates the origin of Art. 6.3 "A legitimate name ... is one that is in accor- 
dance with the rules", but it does not show its proper meaning, for we cannot simply equate 

legal with legitimate, and illegal with illegitimate. Under Suringar's criteria all junior taxo- 
nomic synonyms of a name would be valid but illegal. For us they would be valid but 

incorrectly used, since they lack priority. They would not necessarily be illegitimate. Sur- 

ingar was aware of a further distinction for he continues: 
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"When is a synonym (un)conditional? The earlier homonym Quercus lanuginosa Lam. is a uni- 
versally acknowledged unconditional synonym so far as it is only another name for Q. cerris L ... 
Pinus inops is an other one and we have seen above that there are many such names; they are the 
real "still born" names ("nomina abortiva") and may be called nomenclaturally illegal names. The 
term nomen abortivum is not recommendable because the name must then of course be judged as 
such with respect to the time in which it was born and that judgement is not always possible; f.i. we 
do not know if Bernhart took Inula squarrosa L. for a synonym of I. spiraeifolia L. or not; if so his 
name I. squarrosa (the later homonym) was no nomen abortivum; if not so it was one. The legality 
or illegality of earlier and later homonyms, on the other hand may be judged with respect to the present 
time. With the Vienna Code nomenclaturally illegal names are implied in "invalid names." 

"The earlier synonym Inula squarrosa L., if taken as a synonym of I. spiraeifolia L. is a taxonomically 
illegal one, because the illegality depends on its taxonomical stand with respect to I. spiraeifolia L. Is 
it a conditional or an unconditional synonym? One can [sic! cannot] take it of course for an uncon- 
ditional synonym because it cannot be said impossible that I. squarrosa L. at any time will be again 
separated (as Linnaeus did) from I. spiraeifolia. And so it is with Cucubalus latifolia Mill. and with 
all taxonomically illegal names; in that many all such names become conditional synonyms and thereby 
illegal names as later homonyms (f.i. Inula squarrosa Berh.)" 

Suringar does not involve the principle of typification in his arguments. However his 
unconditional synonyms (nomenclaturally illegal names) which are the ones we would call 
illegitimate are essentially those junior homotypic synonyms which the American Code 
termed typonyms. His conditional synonyms (taxonomically illegal names) are what we 
would call incorrect but legitimate names (the metonyms of the American Code) and they 
are junior heterotypic synonyms. The first group is of names which are permanently in- 
correct while the second contains names which are only incorrect when a certain taxonomic 
position is taken. 

By a strange perversion of terminology what Suringar called nomina abortiva were 
allowed to be born but were declared illegitimate and then, as illegitimate names, were 
subjected to nomenclatural infanticide! 

The Vienna Code tolerated a practice which allowed an unconditionally illegal (illegit- 
imate) name to be taken up as a later homonym and treated as the "valid" (i.e. correct) 
name for another group. For example Torreya Raf. 1818 was a "non-valid" synonym of 
the "valid" (i.e. correct) name Synandra Nuttall 1818, while Torreya Am. 1838 was at 
the same time the "valid" name for what was otherwise called by the later name Tumion 
Raf. Torreya was, under the Vienna Code, a name simultaneously valid and non-valid. In 
Suringar's terminology Torreya was simultaneously unconditionally illegal and condition- 
ally legal. In modem terminology Torreya is simultaneously legitimate and illegitimate. 
Instead of talking about this problem rationally as one of correct and incorrect usage of 
one homonymous name, botanists settled into the habit which has not yet been broken of 
talking about Torreya Raf. and Torreya Am. as two "different but identical" names, the 
one legitimate and the other illegitimate. 

Under the American Code Torreya Raf. was a rejected metonym because "there was an 
older valid name [Synandra Nutt.] based on another member of the same group." Torreya 
Am. was rejected as a "preoccupied" name, so that the taxon which bore it would be called 
Tumion instead. 

The position of the American Code was adopted by the Cambridge Congress in texts 
which incorporated some of Suringar's ideas, although not his terminology (Art. 61). Tor- 
reya Am. became illegitimate unless conserved. It was legitimised by conservation, which 
simultaneously illegitimised Torreya Raf. which was already rejected as a synonym of 
Synandra anyway. 

Unfortunately, once established, the idea of illegitimate names was quickly extended to 
cover various other sorts of problem names such as those which had been rejected under 
the American name as typonyms and names rejected under Art. 51 of the Vienna Code. 
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For example the name Carelia (Vienna Code Art. 51 Ex. 1) was rejected as "non-valid" 
under the Vienna Code, but was illegitimate under the Cambridge Code's Art. 60. 

In the Cambridge Code Art. 60 provides that "A name must be rejected if it is illegitimate 
.... A name is illegitimate in the following cases: (1) if it was superfluous when published 
i.e. if there was a valid name (see Art. 16) for the group to which it was applied, with its 
particular circumscription position and rank". It should be noted that there is no mention 
of typification in this text, for superfluity was not then established, as it is now, on the 
basis of the inclusion of types, despite the adoption of the "type method" at Cambridge 
and the inclusion of Pontederia (a typonym) among the examples. The relevance of typi- 
fication was raised by Sprague in a proposal to the next Congress (Amsterdam, 1935). His 
proposal (Art. 60 Prop. B) was to reword the section following (1) above as follows: "(1) 
if it was nomenclaturally superfluous when published i.e. if the group to which it was 
applied, as circumscribed by its author, included the type of a name which he (or she) 
ought to have adopted under one or more of the rules." This proposal was adopted. 

Whereas Art. 60 of the Cambridge Code was probably intended to apply specifically to 
typonyms (unconditionally illegal synonyms with the same type as the name which ought 
to have been adopted) it was also applicable to junior metonyms. Under the American 
Code these had been rejected as incorrect names, conditionally illegal because as circum- 
scribed by their authors they had older valid synonyms. The introduction of the automatic 
typification rule (now Art. 7.11) at Stockholm in 1952 forced all superfluous junior met- 
onyms to be treated as typonyms. 

Art. 18.3 Illegitimate Family Names 
Art. 18.3 states that a family name based on the stem of an illegitimate family name is 

itself illegitimate. If the illegitimate family name is conserved it becomes legitimate. The 
second sentence (Leningrad Code) cautions, by a cross referelce to Art. 32.1(b) that such 
a family name is validly published even if its form does not comply with Arts. 16-27 and 
Art. H. 7. This sentence is unchanged in the Sydney Code. Of these articles only Art. 18 
has anything at all to say about family names, so the cross reference leads us back to where 
we came from. In fact the only function of the second sentence of Art. 18.3 is to confer 
validity on illegitimate family names based on illegitimate generic names which would 
otherwise be ruled invalid under Art. 18.1. That this is so is due, in turn, to the presence 
of the word "legitimate" in Art. 18.1. This is very clumsy because the legitimacy or 

illegitimacy of the generic name on which it is based has nothing whatever to do with the 
properform for a family name, which is what Art. 18 is supposed to be about. It is essentially 
an editorial matter to simplify this clumsy wording by deleting the second sentence of Art. 
18.3 and replacing the expression "legitimate name of an included genus" in Art. 18.1 with 
"validly published generic name"; this is proposed below. 

The point with which the first sentence of Art. 18.3 is concerned is that a correctly formed 
and validly published family name which is based on an illegitimate generic name is itself 
illegitimate. Such a name can be made legitimate only by being conserved, it seemed, and 
this idea was reinforced by the new note the Sydney Congress decided to add to Art. 6 (see 
above). In adopting this new note the Congress overlooked two ways in which an illegitimate 
family name can become legitimate without being conserved. The first is by a change in 
the Code, and this actually happened at Sydney because of a change made in Art. 63; under 
the Leningrad Code a superfluously introduced family name was illegitimate; under the 
Sydney Code such names will be legitimate if based on legitimate generic names. The 
second way in which an illegitimate family name can become legitimate without being 
conserved is by the conservation of the generic name on which it is based, since this 
automatically makes the family name legitimate by retroactively removing the cause of its 
illegitimacy. 

In fact the status of the generic name determines the status of the family name based 
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on it in all cases. If the former is illegitimate then so is the latter (Art. 18.3); if the former 
is legitimate then so is the latter, even if superfluous (Art. 63.3 as amended at Sydney). If 
the former is legitimised then so is the latter. The legitimising of a family name by con- 
servation does not legitimise the generic name on which it is based, but in practice there 
is no point in conserving a family name based on an illegitimate generic name if the generic 
name can't be adopted on account of its illegitimacy. The clear preference has been for 
using family names based on generic names still in use. Protection of a wanted family 
name is therefore normally achieved by conservation of the generic name on which it is 
based instead. 

I therefore propose to amend Art. 18.1 to state that a family name has the same status 
(legitimate/illegitimate) as the generic name on which it is based. This brings consistency 
with Art. 63.3 as amended at Sydney and allows Art. 18.3 to be deleted. 

Proposal (6) In Art. 18.1 change "stem of a legitimate name of an included genus" to read "stem of 
a validly published generic name; such a familial name is legitimate if the generic name is legitimate 
but illegitimate if the generic name is illegitimate." Delete the unnecessary cross reference to Art. 10. 
Add the following Note. "Note 1. An illegitimate familial name is legitimised by conservation of the 
generic name on which it is based." Delete Art. 18.3. Alter the reference to "18.3" in Art. 6.4 to read 
"Art. 18.1". 

Proposal (7) Change the last sentence of Art. 6.4 to read; "A name which was illegitimate when 
published is legitimised by either its own conservation or by the conservation of a name with which 
it has coordinate status. (Art. 18.1, Art. 63.3)." 

The rationale for conserving a family name, as expressed in Art. 14.2 is not clear. A 
conserved family name is legitimised if it was already illegitimate (Art. 18.3). It is conserved 
against any homotypic synonym which could have priority over it "whether the synonym 
is listed or not." (Such nomina rejicienda are not in fact listed.) A conserved family name 
is also conserved "against those names based on different types (taxonomic synonyms) that 
are cited in that list" (Art. 14.4), but the introduction to Appendix II states "The names 
of families printed in bold face are to be retained in all cases with priority over unlisted 
synonyms." This in turn was contrary to Art. 14.3 which stated "When a conserved name 

competes with one or more other names based on different types and against which it is 
not explicitly conserved, the earliest of the competing names is adopted in accordance with 
Art. 57." The Editorial Committee recognized this problem and changed the sentence in 
the Sydney Code by adding "except for conserved family names (Appendix II) which are 
conserved against unlisted names". 

Stigonemataceae (Bornet & Flahault) Borzi 1892 was proposed for conservation by Silva 
(1980, p. 103) against its heterotypic synonym Sirosiphonaceae Frank in Leunis 1886, 
under Art. 14.2. As Silva pointed out (1980, p. 99) the implication in the introduction to 
Appendix II that Stigonemataceae after being conserved would have priority over any 
unlisted heterotypic synonym (including Sirosiphonaceae) conflicts with Art. 14.2-3 which 
indicates that it is conserved only against cited heterotypic synonyms. Although "Clado- 
phoraceae has been conserved against Pithophoraceae Wittrock 1877" (Silva 1980a, p. 
100) the absence of a list containing the name Pithophoraceae meant under Art. 14.2 that 
it was not conserved against it! Thus the intention to preserve the name Cladophoraceae 
against the priorability of the name Pithophoraceae is undone by Art. 14.3 which obliges 
us to adopt Pithophoraceae despite the conservation of Cladophoraceae against it. The 
new wording is hardly more satisfactory. 

The rationale and procedure for the conservation of family names, which does not 
appear in the Code itself, is lucidly discussed by Pichi-Sermolli (1982, pp. 224-5): 

"Dealing with Appendix II, I wish to mention that the conservation of the family names is governed 
by a procedure different from that of the conservation of generic names. Indeed, the list of the Nomina 
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Familiarum Conservanda (Appendix II) differs from that of the Nomina Generica Conservanda (Ap- 
pendix III) in many respects. 

The criteria to be adopted for the list of the family names of Appendix II was established in the 
Botanical Congress at Montreal in 1959. There it was agreed that the list should not include any 
nomina rejicienda, that earlier homonyms of conserved names should be rejected and that a special 
procedure should be followed for illegitimate family names. As regards the family names which are 
illegitimate because they are based on an illegitimate generic name (Art. 18.3), the inclusion of their 
name in the list is sufficient to conserve them. 

As regards the names which are illegitimate because they originally included the type of an earlier 
family name, and are therefore nomenclaturally superfluous (Art. 63.1) it was agreed that these family 
names may be conserved. The author of such a conserved name is the author who first published use 
of it in a sense excluding the genus or genera which made the name superfluous i.e. the author who 
first removed the original illegitimacy of it; the bibliographic citation of this use provides the place 
and date of publication of the name. The author who published the same family name earlier but 
illegitimately is not cited in Appendix II. The family name which is ascribed to the author who first 
removed the original illegitimacy, is considered as equivalent to a homonym of the earlier illegitimate 
name. It is eligible to be conserved only if it is accompanied by a description or diagnosis or by a 
reference to a previously and effectively published description or diagnosis of it. Since 1935, this 
description or diagnosis must be in Latin. 

Various family names listed in Appendix II are conserved according to this procedure, for instance 
the names Pinaceae and Gnetaceae ascribed to Lindley (see Buchheim, Taxon 15: 219-220. 1966, on 
the reasons for their conservation). An example of the application of this procedure can also be found 
in the following pages in the comment to Athyriaceae. At Montreal it was agreed also that when two 
families are united and when it is desirable for convenience (names of long usage, of economic 
importance, better known in botanical literature etc.) to preserve the use of the later family name and 
to reject the earlier one contrary to the priority rules, it is allowed by the addition in Appendix II of 
a note in correspondence with each of the two families which states that the pertinent names must be 
used in such a sense when the families are united. We find many examples of this kind of conservation 
in the list of Nomina Familiarum Conservanda; one of them is that of Betulaceae and Corylaceae 
(pages 241 and 244 of the Code ed. 1978)." 

This Montreal procedure, for the treatment of superfluous family names, reduced to its 
bare essentials treats the original publication as invalid except that the name is valid for 
purposes of homonymy. The later use of the name for an amended taxon must repeat valid 
publication procedures, but the name is automatically illegitimate unless conserved. Noth- 
ing that is actually in the Code authorises such a procedure. 

The alteration to Art. 63.3 made at Sydney according to which a family name even if 
nomenclaturally superfluous when published is not deemed to be illegitimate if based on 
a legitimate generic name eliminates the former basis on which superfluous family names 
were conserved as described by Pichi-Sermolli. It may be clearer how the system worked 
and will work if an example is given. 

Pichi-Sermolli proposed to conserve Athyriaceae Ching Acta Phytotax. Sin. 16(3): 12 
(1978) [Alston, Taxon 5: 25. 1966, nom. illeg.] Under the Montreal system the name 
Athyriaceae was validly published by Alston but was nomenclaturally superfluous as the 
family as circumscribed by Alston included Woodsia, type of Woodsiaceae, a priorable 
family name. Under the Leningrad Code Athyriaceae was illegitimate. Under the Sydney 
Code it is not illegitimate, it is just incorrect. Under the Montreal procedure Athyriaceae 
Alston was regarded as validly but "illegitimately" published and automatically mistypified 
on the type of Woodsia under Art. 7.11 (contrary to and apparently overriding Art. 10). 
Consequently Athyriaceae Ching was regarded as a later homonym of Athyriaceae Alston 
nom. illeg. - Woodsiaceae, but was itself illegitimate under Art. 64 and so required 
conservation as "Athyriaceae Ching 1978" against its earlier homonym! 

This ridiculous system has been very extensively applied to conserve family names of 
flowering plants, listed as conserved later homonyms without appended citations of the 
earliest validation date for the name. The alteration to Art. 63.3 by removing their (former) 
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illegitimacy, has altered the priorability of all these names! I think botanists will agree that 
Art. 10, on typification of family names, overrides Art. 7.11 (automatic typification of 
superfluous family names). It has therefore become necessary for the list of conserved 
family names to be revised to reestablish the dates at which these names were validly 
published under the new Sydney Code. In the process of this revision it will be found that 
the conservation of many of these family names was completely unnecessary. Of fifty-one 
names of families of algae proposed for conservation by Silva (1980a), for example, no less 
than thirty-three are no longer in need of conservation. Nine names of Pteridophyte families 
proposed for conservation by Pichi-Sermolli (1982) include several which do not now need 
to be conserved (e.g. Pteridaceae, Dryopteridaceae, Athyriaceae, Cheilanthaceae, Danaa- 
ceae, Dicranopteridaceae, Pilulariaceae, all legitimate under the Sydney Code but illegiti- 
mate under the Leningrad Code). To sort out this mess I make the following five proposals, 
the first a blanket proposal to do away with the old system which has been broken down 
and the others to erect a new one in its place. 

Proposal (8) Reject the Montreal rules for the conservation of family names and reestablish the list 
of Nomina Familiarum Conservanda in the format of Nomina Generica Conservanda, establishing a 
Special Committee to oversee the work of editing the existing list so as to preserve as far as possible 
the established application and priority of the conserved names included in it. 

Proposal (9) Provide for rejected heterotypic synonyms of conserved family names to be listed opposite 
their corresponding conserved names in Appendix II as contemplated under Art. 14.4. 

Proposal (10) Provide for earlier, rejected, homonymous applications of conserved family name 
homonyms to be listed against the conserved usages of the homonyms. 

Proposal (11) Provide for rejected original spellings of conserved family names to be listed against 
the authorised spelling. 

Examples to illustrate these proposals are given below: 

Codiaceae Kitzing, Phycol. Gen. 302, 308 
(1843) ('Codieae') 

T: Codium Stackhouse 1797 

Dictyosphaeriaceae G. S. West, Algae. 190 
(1916) 

T: Dictyosphaerium Naegeli 1849 

Codosigaceae Kent, Man. Infus. 329 (1881) 
('Codosigidae') 

T: Codosiga H. J. Clark. 1866 
Cystoseiraceae Kiitzing, Phycol. Gen. 349, 

353 (1843) ('Cystosireae') 
T: Cystoseira C. Agardh 1820 nom. cons. 
Nemastomataceae Schmitz in Engler, Syll. 

Pflanzenfam. 22 (1892) ('Nemastomaceae') 
T: Nemastoma J. Agardh 1842 ('Nemostoma') 

(=) Halimedaceae Link, Abh. Konigl. Akad. 
Wiss. Berlin. Phys. KI. 1830: 113 (1832) 
('Halimedeae') 

T: Halimeda Lamouroux, 1812 nom. 
cons. 

(H) Dictyosphaeriaceae Ktitzing, Sp. Alg. 512 
(1849) 

T: Dictyosphaeria Decaisne ex Endlicher 
1843 

(V) "Codonosigaceae" 

(V) "Cystosiraceae" 

(=) Gymnophlaeaceae Kitzing, Phycol. Gen. 
389, 390 (1843) 

T: Gymnophlaea Kiitzing 1843 
(V) "Nemastomaceae" 

Proposal (12) Edit Appendix II to purge it unnecessarily legitimised familial names which are not (a) 
conserved against earlier heterotypic or homotypic synonyms (b) homonymous (c) conserved merely 
to authorise a particular spelling. Remove from the list family names which were conserved merely 
to legitimise them on account of their being technically illegitimate under Art. 63.3 before this was 
amended at Sydney; such names are no longer illegitimate unless conserved and consequently do not 
need to be listed. 
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Arts. 21 and 24 
Art. 21 Note 1 provides that "The use within the same genus of the same epithet for 

subdivisions of the genus, even if they are of different rank based on different types, is 
illegitimate under Art. 64." It is not a NAME which being condemned as illegitimate here, 
but rather a confusing practice which is being proscribed. It is not appropriate to speak of 
a practice as "illegitimate"; it is incorrect where it has been practiced and it must be 
corrected; it is not to be practiced in future. The note is essentially a cross reference to Art. 
64.3 and will be discussed in that context below. 

Art. 24 Note 1 is essentially another cross reference to Art. 64.3, this time in relation to 
infraspecific epithets. The use of the same epithet for two infraspecific taxa even of different 
rank and even when the names of these taxa are differently typified is forbidden. If it has 
happened it is incorrect ("illegitimate", contrary to a rule) and must be corrected. The 
point will be discussed further under Art. 64, below. 

Art. 63: Illegitimate Superfluous Names 
Art. 63 as amended at Sydney provides that any name which was nomenclaturally 

superfluous when published (as defined by Art. 63.1, qualified by 63.2) is illegitimate. Art. 
63.3 immediately creates exceptions by saying that certain names which are nomenclaturally 
superfluous are not to be regarded as illegitimate. This applies to any name derived from 
a legitimate basionym and to any suprageneric name derived from a legitimate generic 
name. This and the Sydney amendment to 63.1 excludes from the scope of the Article all 
names of suprageneric rank which were unnecessarily introduced and limits the stigma of 
illegitimacy to superfluously introduced generic names and basionymous combinations. It 
is only these generic and infrageneric names and basionymous combinations and combi- 
nations derived from them which are influenced by the Article. 

Halymenia was superfluous when published. It is therefore illegitimate, automatically 
mistypified and rejected (Art. 63.1). Halymeniaceae was not superfluous when published. 
It is none-the-less illegitimate under Art. 18.3 and hence must be rejected. Athyrium was 
not superfluous when published. It is therefore legitimate. It is not to be rejected. But 
Athyriaceae was superfluous when published. It is now legitimate however, being based 
on a legitimate generic name (Art. 63.3). It is not to be rejected. (It was illegitimate and 
to be rejected unless conserved under the former Codes.) Chrysophyllum sericeum Salisb. 
is a superfluous substitute for C. cainito L.; it is therefore illegitimate and is automatically 
typified under Art. 7.9 or 7.11. It is to be rejected. Any recombination based on the name 
C. sericeum will also be illegitimate and automatically typified (Art. 7.10!) and will be 
rejected. According to the Code Chloris radiata was superfluous when published. In my 
view the Code is clearly wrong, for this name merely contravened Art. 57, being a wrong 
choice of epithet for a recombination when two taxa (Agrostis radiata and Andropogon 
fasciculatum) were united under a new generic name. The name Chloris radiata is not 
however, illegitimate (Art. 63.3) whichever view is held to be correct. It is none-the-less 
to be rejected for the taxon as circumscribed by its author which ought to have been called 
Chlorisfasciculata. The name Chloris radiata can be used as the correct name under Chloris 
for a somewhat differently circumscribed taxon from which the type of Andropogon fas- 
ciculatum is excluded, without change of authorship. The name is typified under Art. 7.10, 
not 7.11. These examples show that a simple and naive equation of superfluity and ille- 
gitimacy with typification under Art. 7.11 and rejection of the name is not possible. 

The example of Hordelymus in Art. 63.3 is a curious one. Hordelymus (Jessen) Jessen 
is a legitimate name only because it derives from a legitimate basionym: Hordeum subgen. 
Hordelymus Jessen. It was priority contravening, unnecessary and superfluous when pro- 
posed as a generic name by Jessen, and if proposed as new it would have been illegitimate. 
Jessen should have called the taxon in question Cuviera Koeler and in the spirit of Art. 
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63.1 Hordelymus would have been rejected in favour of Cuviera Koeler even now, but for 
the fortuitous supression of Cuviera Koeler in favour of the homonymous use of this name 
as Cuviera DC nom. cons. This frees Hordelymus from the priorability of Cuviera Koeler, 
and allows its adoption without conservation. This demonstrates another exception to the 
new Note to Art. 6-if it had been illegitimate, Hordelymus would have become legitimate 
without being conserved! If Cuviera DC did not exist Hordelymus (although legitimate) 
would have to be conserved against its priorable homotypic synonym (Cuviera Koeler) in 
order to become an available name. Paradoxically this superfluous homotypic synonym 
of an earlier name, escaping illegitimacy by a technicality, would still need to be conserved 
in order to become available as the correct name for any taxon! Art. 63 does not allude 
to conservation as a procedure to circumvent its intentions, although it is Art. 63 which 
causes many conservation proposals to come forward (and it would do so even more if 
more botanists actually attempted to apply the Article in practice). Why shouldn't Hor- 
delymus be considered a superfluous and consequently illegitimate generic name? What 
does it mean to say that it is 'illegitimate', 'legitimate' or 'not legitimate' if these states of 
respectability have no practical effect whatever on the availability of the name to designate 
a taxon? 

One of the fundamental faults in Art. 63 is the artificial linkage between nomenclatural 
superfluity and illegitimacy. As I have discussed above, this linkage has gradually been 
worn down by successive amendments to the Article, especially under Art. 63.3. We now 
recognise a category of names which are superfluous but not illegitimate, merely incorrect 
(Athyriaceae, Hordelymus) another of names which are superfluous and illegitimate (Ha- 
lymenia, Chrysophyllum sericeum) and another of recombinations which are wrongly called 
superfluous (Chloris radiata) and which are legitimate. Once one realises that the reason 
that a name is superfluous is simply that its introduction contravened the rule of priority 
it should be relatively easy to see that the notion of its illegitimacy is a confusing irrelevancy. 
It is quite sufficient that a superfluous name be deemed incorrect, for that is enough to 
ensure its rejection as a junior synonym of the priorable correct name. 

The other glaring fault in Art. 63, and one which is more widely recognised is the provision 
adopted at Stockholm in 1952 for the automatic typification of any superfluous name, 
unless it is holotypified. This converts junior metonyms into junior typonyms. Even when 
the superfluous name is holotypified it is still illegitimate and has to be rejected unless 
legitimised by conservation. A few examples will demonstrate what nonsense this leads 
to. 

Under the Sydney Code the type of the superfluous family name Helminthocladiaceae 
can be determined in different ways by taking different parts of the Code. Under Art. 10.4 
Helminthocladiaceae is typified on the type of Helminthocladia. Under Art. 7.11 Hel- 
minthocladiaceae is automatically typified on the type of Liagora. (The Sydney Code does 
not exempt superfluous family names from automatic typification, although it should have 
done. Surely all will agree that Art. 10.4 overrules Art. 7.11!) Under the Leningrad Code, 
Silva (1980a) proposed to conserve Helminthocladiaceae against Liagoraceae, enforcing 
commonsense through legislation to legitimise the name. Under the Sydney Code however 
the name Helminthocladiaceae is legitimate (Art. 63.3) and we may assume also that its 
type is determined by Art. 10.4. So what is the problem? Helminthocladiaceae is now a 
heterotypic junior synonym of Liagoraceae, simply an incorrect name for the family. It 
requires conservation against Liagoraceae simply as an expedient exception to the principle 
of priority. This agreeable solution, eliminating both illegitimacy and automatic typifica- 
tion, is spoiled only be the discovery that since nomina familiarum rejicienda are not 
presently listed, the manner in which Helminthocladiaceae can be conserved is legally 
problematic. 

No such commonsense prevails in the case of an initially superfluous generic name. The 
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case of Halymenia C. Agardh 1817 is a useful example. Halymenia is a nomenclaturally 
superfluous name as contemplated by Art. 63.1 because the taxon to which it was initially 
applied, as circumscribed by its author explicitly included the nomenclatural types of two 
earlier generic names, one of which names ought to have been adopted under the priority 
principle. These names were Dilsea Stackhouse 1809 and Palmaria Stackhouse 1801, their 
nomenclatural types being, respectively Dilsea edulis Stackh. 1809 (- Halymenia edulis 
(Stackh.) C. Agardh 1817) and Palmaria palmata (L.) Stackh. (- Ceramium palmatum 
(L.) Stackh. 1801- Halymeniapalmata (L.) C. Ag. 1817). Since it is superfluous Halymenia 
is illegitimate (Art. 63.1) and furthermore since Halymenia is illegitimate the familial name 
based on it Halymeniaceae Bory 1828 ('Halymeniae') is also illegitimate (Art. 18.3), despite 
the fact that there was no available family name for the family called Halymeniae by Bory. 

What is the type of Halymenia? According to Art. 7.11 it must be either H. edulis or 
H. palmata, but there is no guide other than the priority principle to help us choose between 
them. The only thing that is clear is that the satisfactory, well-established tradition (which 
treats H. floresia as the lecto-type) is irrelevant and overruled by automatic (mis-)-typifi- 
cation, according to the Code. Silva (1980a, p. 137) has argued that the Code requires the 
automatic typification of Halymenia on the type of Dilsea on the grounds that Dilsea was 
initially monotypic and hence "holotypified", whereas Palmaria was not lectotypified until 
1950. On the other hand, I have pointed out (1981, p. 314) that lectotypification, like 
everything else in the Code must be retroactive unless expressly limited (Principle VI) and 
there is no limitation on the retroactivity of lectotypification. I consider that Principles II 
and III (both concerned with priority) oblige us to consider that Palmaria, not Dilsea was 
the name which Agardh ought to have adopted and this (in turn) obliges us to mistypify 
Halymenia on the type of Palmaria simply because it has eight years priority over the 
other name. Silva and I both regard these legalistic arguments as Kafkaesque, but point 
out that we are merely trying to conscientiously apply the Code and it is the Code which 
is at fault in the matter. 

Relief from these digestive problems requires a triple bypass. 

(1) Abolish the automatic typification of names which are called superfluous (introduced at Stockholm, 
1952) and allow them to be typified in accordance with the protologue like any normal name. 

(2) Separate the notion of nomenclatural illegitimacy from the notion of nomenclatural superfluity, 
recognising that superfluity has to do with contravention of the priority principle, and allow the 
priority principle (suitably limited by conservation) to guide the resolution of individual problems. 

(3) Separate the superfluity problems of unitary (generic and suprageneric) names from those of epithets 
and the basionyms in which they appear. (cf. the treatment of this matter in Art. 60 of the Cambridge 
Code.) 

This surgery is performed in the following group of proposals. 

Proposal (13) Replace Art. 63 with two articles, 63 dealing with superfluously introduced generic 
names and suprageneric names based on them and 63bis dealing with superfluous basionyms and re- 
combinations derived from them. 

Proposal (14) Define nomenclatural superfluity and 'inclusion of a type' in respect of generic names 
thus: 

63.1 A new generic name is nomenclaturally superfluous if the taxon for which it is introduced, as 
constituted in the protologue includes the type of an available generic name (or all of its syntypes, if 
it has not been lectotypified) which ought to have been adopted in accordance with the priority prin- 
ciple. A superflous generic name must be rejected for the taxon for which it was proposed, in 
favour of the earlier available name unless it is conserved against this priorable synonym. 

63.2 The inclusion of a type is here understood to mean the citation (explicitly or implicitly) of the 
type or all of the syntypes of the priorable name or the citation of the name itself unless its type is at 
the same time excluded either explicitly or by implication. 
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Proposal (15) Prescribe procedures for typification of superfluous generic names. 
63.3 Superfluous generic names are subject to conventional nomenclatural typification as set out 

in Art. 10. A superfluous generic name may be typified on the type of the name which ought to have 
been adopted, but not in a mechanical manner and not if this typification would be contrary to the 
protologue (Art. 8). An avowed substitute name is automatically typified (Art. 7.9). If the superfluous 
name is holotypified the holotype must be accepted as the type of the superfluous name. If a lectotype 
must be chosen and the choice is contentious Art. 14.8 may be used to settle the typification in the 
interests of stability. 

Proposal (16) Confirm the retroactivity of lectotypification. 
63.4 A name which becomes superfluous through the lectotypification of a name which had not 

been typified at the time that the newer name was proposed is treated as if it had always been 
superfluous. 

Proposal (17) Alternative to Prop. 16. Declare that lectotypification is not retroactive. 
63.4 A name which is lectotypified has a nomenclatural type only from its typification, not from 

its valid publication; the lectotypification of a name cannot make superfluous another name published 
after the validation of the earlier name but before its lectotypification. Since the later name will, when 
treated as a synonym of the earlier name, contravene priority after the earlier name is typified, the 
later name becomes superfluous only from the lectotypification of the earlier synonym. 

Proposal (18) Differentiate between the handling of homotypic and heterotypic superfluous generic 
names. 

63.5 An initially superfluous name which is a homotypic synonym of the name which ought to 
have been adopted is always a junior synonym of the earlier name and consequently can only become 
correct if conserved against it. Unless conserved it is permanently incorrect, unless the earlier synonym 
is itself made unavailable for some reason (e.g. homonymy). 

63.6 An initially superfluous name which is a heterotypic synonym of the name which ought to 
have been adopted will initially be an incorrect junior synonym of that name, unless it is conserved 
against it. While the names remain treated as taxonomic (heterotypic) synonyms, use of the junior 
synonym remains incorrect since it contravenes the priority principle (Principle III). If the names 
cease to be treated as synonyms the initially superfluous junior synonym becomes available as a 
possible correct name for the taxon including its type. 

Proposal (19) Miscellaneous associated provisions. 
63.7 An existing name adopted in a manner which contravenes the priority principle (e.g. Art. 57) 

does not become nomenclaturally superfluous. 
63.8 Combinations made under a superfluous (priority contravening) generic name are necessarily 

incorrect when made, but are not themselves superfluous. 

Proposal (20) Clarify the concept of superfluous family names. 
63.9 A new familial name is superfluous if the family for which it is proposed, as constituted in 

the protologue includes the type of an earlier available family name which ought to be adopted under 
the priority rule. Such a superfluous family name must be rejected as incorrect for the family for which 
it was proposed, unless conserved against the correct name. An initially superfluous familial name 
may become the correct name for a family with a somewhat different circumscription. 

Note. In all cases the type of a superfluous family name is the type of the generic name on which 
it is based. 

Proposal (21) Additional miscellaneous provisions. 
63.10 An existing infrageneric epithet which is adopted as a generic name becomes a superfluous 

name in the new rank if an earlier synonym is available (cf. 57.1); it is incorrect unless conserved 
against the priorable synonym, unless the priorable synonym must itself be rejected for some reason 
(e.g. homonymy). 

Proposal (22) Define superfluous basionyms and inclusion of a type. 
63bis. 1 A new basionym is nomenclaturally superfluous if the taxon for which it is proposed, as 

constituted by the author includes the type of a basionym of which the epithet has priority over that 
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newly proposed, and so is available for adoption in a recombination. A superfluous basionym must 
be rejected and the older epithet adopted to form the correct name for the taxon, provided there is 
no obstacle under the rules (e.g. tautonymy, homonymy). 

63bis.2 The inclusion of a type is here understood to mean the citation (explicitly or implicitly) of 
a type specimen, an illustration of a type specimen or the citation of a combination typified upon the 
type specimen unless the type specimen is at the same time excluded either explicitly or by implication. 

Proposal (23) Prescribe procedures for typification of superfluous basionyms. 
63bis.3 A basionym which is nomenclaturally superfluous is subject to conventional nomenclatural 

typification as set out in Arts. 7-9. An avowed substitute is automatically typified (Art. 7.9). A 
superfluous basionym which is not an avowed substitute may be typified on the type of the basionym 
containing the epithet which ought to have been adopted, but such a typification is not mandatory 
and the combination must not be typified in a mechanical manner (Art. 8). If a holotype for the 
superfluous basionym was designated then this is its type; if not a lectotype must be chosen. Holo- 
typification overrules automatic typification under Art. 7.9. 

Proposal (24) Confirm the retroactivity of lectotypification. 
63bis.4 A basionym which, after publication becomes superfluous as the result of the lectotypifi- 

cation of an earlier basionym containing a priorable epithet is treated as if it had always been super- 
fluous. 

Proposal (25) Alternatively to Prop. (24) declare that lectotypification is not retroactive. 
63bis.4 A basionym which, after publication, becomes superfluous as the result of the lectotypifi- 

cation of another basionym is treated as if it was not superfluous on introduction but is superfluous 
from the typification of the basionym containing the priorable epithet. 

Proposal (26) Differentiate between the handling ofhomotypic and heterotypic superfluous basionyms. 
63bis.5 If the type of a superfluous basionym is the same as that of the basionym which contains 

the epithet which should have been adopted (i.e. if they are homotypic synonyms) then the substitute 
epithet can never become the correct epithet, since the other will always be priorable. The correct 
combination must be restored, or if it is not already published, must be introduced. 

63bis.6 If the type of a superfluous basionym is not that of the basionym which contains the epithet 
which ought to have been adopted (i.e. if they are heterotypic synonyms) then the substitute epithet 
will only be incorrect as long as the taxonomic treatment of the two types named as synonyms is 
maintained. If the types are segregated into different taxa then both epithets may become available 
and correct for the combinations for the taxa including their distinct types. 

Proposal (27) Miscellaneous provisions. 
a) Delete Art. 7.11 (automatic typification of non-holotypified superfluous names). 
b) Add 63bis.7 An epithet from an existing basionym adopted to form a recombination in a manner 

which violates the priority principle (cf. Art. 57.1) is adopted incorrectly, but this does not make the 
resulting combination a superfluous name. 

A proposal will be made elsewhere for the deletion of the present Art. 63.4, which has turned out 
to be completely nonsensical. 

Proposal (28) Add the following examples to Arts 63 and 63bis, at the points indicated. 
Example to 63.2. (Examples of explicit and implicit inclusion of a type) Nemastoma J. Agardh, 

Alg. Mar. Med. p. 89 (1842) 'Nemostoma', as there treated bore a superfluous new generic name 
because the first section of the genus, which was not named, is cited as "Fronde plana integriuscula: 
Iridea Bory. Dict Class etc." explicitly including all of the syntypes of the name Iridea Bory, including 
its lectotype I. cordata. The name Iridea Bory, Dict. Class. Hist. Nat. v. 5, p. 15 (1826) was itself 
superfluous for the taxon for which it was introduced, which explicitly included "Le Delesseria edulis 
de Lamouroux" (i.e. Delesseria edulis (Stackh.) Lamouroux, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris 20: 125 
(1813) the basionym of which is Dilsea edulis Stackh., Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscow 2: 55 (1809), 
the type of which is the type of the priorable generic name Dilsea Stackh., 1809. The explicit inclusion 
of the type of the name Dilsea within Iridea Bory and the explicit inclusion of the whole of Iridea 
Bory (implicitly including the type of Dilsea) within Nemastoma when its name was introduced makes 
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the name Dilsea priorable over the superfluous names Iridea and Nemastoma for the taxa for which 
these names were introduced by their authors. The explicit inclusion of the type of the name Dilsea 
in Delesseria by Lamouroux (Delesseria edulis (Stackh.) Lamouroux, 1813) and in Halymenia by C. 
A. Agardh (Halymenia edulis (Stackh.) C. A. Agardh, 1817) also makes these generic names super- 
fluous when introduced. 

Example of implicit exclusion of a type; Cedrus Duhamel, Traits Arbr. 1 p. xxviii, 139 t. 52 (1755) 
is not a superfluous name, although Juniperus L. was cited as a synonym; only some of the species 
of Juniperus sensu Linnaeus were included in Cedrus, and the differences between the two genera were 
discussed, Juniperus, including the type of the name Juniperus, being treated in the same work as an 
independent genus. 

Example to 63.4 (confirming retroactivity of lectotypification). Although Papyracea Stackh., Mem. 
Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscow 2: 54 (1809) was not lectotypified until 1950 (by Papenfuss, Hydrobiologia 
2: 199 (1950)), its homotypic synonym Cryptopleura Kuetzing, Phyc. Gen. p. 444 (1843) is treated 
as superfluous from its introduction and would have to be rejected as an incorrect name for the taxon 
including its type, but for its conservation against Papyracea. 

Example to alternative form of 63.4 (rejecting retroactivity of lectotypification). Since Papyracea 
Stackh., Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscow 2: 54 (1809) was not lectotypified until 1950 (by Papenfuss, 
Hydrobiologia 2: 199 (1950)), its homotypic synonym Cryptopleura Kuetzing, Phyc. Gen. p. 444 
(1843) is treated as superfluous only from 1950. Until then it was the correct name for the taxon 
including its type, but subsequently it would have to be rejected as incorrect were it not conserved 
against the priorable synonym Papyracea, which became priorable in 1950 as a result of typification. 

Example to 63.5. Delesseria Lamouroux, Mem. Hist. Nat. Mus. Nat. Paris 20: 122 (1813) is a 
superfluous homotypic synonym of the older name Hydrolapatha Stackh., Mem. Soc. Imp. Nat. 
Moscow 2: 54, 67 (1809) and would have to be rejected as permanently incorrect for the taxon including 
its type were it not conserved against the priorable synonym. 

Example to 63.6. At its introduction Delesseria Lamouroux 1813 was a superfluous heterotypic 
synonym for eight other priorable generic names established by Stackhouse, the types of which were 
explicitly included by Lamouroux within his broad circumscription of Delesseria: Dilsea Stackh. 1809, 
Membranoptera Stackh., 1809, Palmaria Stackh., 1801, Fimbriaria Stackh., 1809, Membranifolia 
Stackh., 1809, Bifida Stackh., 1809, Prolifera Stackh., 1809 and Ciliaria Stackh., 1809. The types of 
all these names are excluded from Delesseria in all modem treatments of the genus. If any of them 
were still included in Delesseria its associated generic name would have priority over Delesseria and 
the name Delesseria would have to be rejected as incorrect unless conserved against the priorable 
synonym. However none of these names can be priorable over Delesseria when its type is excluded 
from Delesseria. 

Examples to 63.9. Plocamiaceae Kuetzing, Phyc. Gen. p. 442, 449 (1843) 'Plocamieae' was a 
superfluous name for a family which should have been called Thamnophoraceae Decaisne, Ann. Sci. 
Nat. Bot. ser. 2, v. 17: 359, 364 (1842) 'Thamnophoreae'. Plocamium and Thamnophora are still 
considered confamilial so the name Thamnophoraceae is priorable over Plocamiaceae. In view of the 
widespread use of Plocamiaceae to the exclusion of the other name the conservation of Plocamiaceae 
has been proposed (Silva, Reg. Veg. 103: 108 (1980). Solieraceae J. Agardh. Epicr. Syst. Flor., p. 502, 
576 (1876) 'Ordo XVIII Soliereae' was a superfluous name for a family which should have been called 
Caulacanthaceae Kuetzing 1843 'Caulacantheae'; as treated today however, Soliera and Caulacanthus 
are assigned to different families; consequently there is now no impediment to the use of the names 
for the separate families including their types. 

Example to 63.12. When Hordeum subgen. Hordelymus Jessen, Deutschl. Graser, p. 202 (1863) 
was elevated to generic rank as Hordelymus [Jessen] Jessen Samenkunde v. 2, p. 1147 (1885), the new 
generic name was superfluous, there being a priorable homotypic synonym Cuviera Koeler, Descr. 
Gram. Germ. p. 328 (1802) which should have been adopted. However since Cuviera DC has sub- 
sequently been conserved against Cuviera Koeler the latter name is not able to be used correctly for 
the taxon as treated by Jessen, having lost permanently its priorability. The taxon called Hordelymus 
by Jessen is therefore correctly known as Hordelymus, despite the fact that this name was superfluous 
and incorrect until the priorable and correct name Cuviera was rejected by conservation. 

Examples to 63bis2. (Explicit exclusion of a type.) Dandy when publishing the new basionym Galium 
tricornutum Dandy, Watsonia 4: 47 (1957), cited G. tricorne Stokes (1787) pro parte as a synonym, 
but explicitly excluded the type of the latter name; the name G. tricornutum is not, therefore, super- 
fluous. Tmesipteris elongata Dangeard, Le Botaniste 2: 213 (1890/91) was published as a new basionym 
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but Psilotum truncatum R. Br. was cited as a synonym. On the following page however (p. 214) 
Tmesipterus truncata (R. Br.) Desv. is treated as a distinct species which, necessarily, includes the 
type of the name Ps. truncatum, its basionym, which cannot therefore have been included in T. 
elongata by Dangeard. The citation of P. truncatum as a synonym under T. elongata must be under- 
stood as "P. truncatum R. Br. pro parte" or as "P. truncatum auct. non R. Br."; the name T. elongata 
is not superfluous. 

Example of a superfluous basionym. Montagne, Prodr. Phyc. Nov., p. 8 (1842) and in d'Urville, 
Voy. Pol. Sud. Atl. Bot. pl. XII, fig. 2 (1843) named a new seaweed as Halymenia urvilleana Montagne. 
Later realising that Dumont d'Urville had already been commemorated in another Halymenia (H. 
durvillaei Bory, 1828), Montagne changed the epithet, adopting a superfluous new basionym Halymenia 
novaezelandiae Mont. in D'Urville, Voy. Pol. Sud. Bot., p. 107 (1845). When the taxon was transferred 
to Grateloupia the original epithet was restored and the epithet of the superfluous basionym rejected; 
the correct name for the taxon is, under Grateloupia, G. urvilleana (Montagne) Parkinson in Chapman 
Mar. Alg. N.Z. v. 3(3), p. 249 (1974). 

Example to 63bis5. The epithet in the superfluous basionym Chrysophyllum sericeum Salisb., Prodr., 
p. 138 (1796) was a substitute for the priorable epithet in the homotypic combination Chrysophyllum 
cainito L. (1753) which Salisbury cited as a synonym. The epithet cainito is always priorable over 
the epithet sericeum, under Chrysophyllum or any other generic name. 

Article 64: Homonymy 
Article 64 as presented in the Leningrad Code is another irrational article. The essential 

error in it is that it tries to treat a homonym (which is one name with two types and usages) 
as two names, one legitimate and one illegitimate. This leads to the paradox that a name 
can be simultaneously legitimate and illegitimate. Really there is one name, used correctly 
on the one hand with one type, one position and one circumscription and used incorrectly 
on the other hand with another type, another position and another circumscription. I 

proposed a clarification of this confusion to the Sydney Congress (Prop. 197) which was 
rejected by the mail vote but sent by the Nomenclature Session to the Special Committee 
for Orthography which was set up after it became clear that the session was neither able 
nor disposed to give detailed consideration to the orthography proposals which came up 
and after the session had fouled the homonymy article by dragging into it half of Art. 75. 
As a result of the revision of Art. 64 which I prepared earlier, and which I see no reason 
to change, it became possible to eliminate the words legitimate and illegitimate from the 
Article. The proposal also made provision for the proposed new Art. 64.4 to be divided 
between Arts. 21 and 24. In consequence of this Art. 21 Note 1 and Art. 24 Note 1 would 
be deleted. Since Prop. 197 is still before a Special Committee it does not seem necessary 
to repropose it. 

Article 65 
Art. 65.1 provides that "Later homonyms of the names of taxa once treated as plants 

are illegitimate." This means that once a name has been used for a taxon assigned to the 
plant kingdom (even if it is not conventionally regarded as a plant) any later use of that 
name in a sense excluding the earlier type is homonymous and therefore incorrect. 

Art. 65.1(b) provides that "a name originally published for a taxon other than a plant 
... is illegitimate if it becomes a homonym of a plant name when the taxon to which it 
applies is first treated as a plant." This Article is not very easy to understand; but the 
second part means that if a name is published for something which usually is not considered 
a plant and then that something is transferred to the plant kingdom, the earlier use of its 
name for some other plant precludes the reuse of the same name for the transferred "plant", 
even if the "illegitimate" name is the correct name for the "plant" when it is not assigned 
to the plant kingdom (i.e. when it is treated as an animal). 

Both provisions reflect the confusion over the nature ofhomonymy which will be resolved 
by the adoption of the position taken in Prop. 197 to Sydney. The adoption of this approach 
suggests the amendment of Art. 65 as follows: 
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Proposal (29) Amendment Art. 65 (deleting the present Note) to read: 
65.1 The treatment of any taxon as a member of the plant kingdom automatically establishes the 

name adopted for the taxon as a 'botanical name' and thus precludes the future usage of that name 
with a different type for any other plant taxon even if the taxon to which the name was first assigned 
is not generally assigned to the plant kingdom. A name heterotypically reused for another plant taxon 
in this way is used incorrectly, as a homonym: the usage must be rejected unless conserved. 

65.2 The use of a name for a plant taxon precludes the heterotypic subsequent use of the same 
name in the plant kingdom for another taxon treated as a plant, even if the name is the correct name 
for the latter taxon when it is not treated as a plant. 

Article 66 
Article 66.1(a) of the Leningrad Code provided that a subdivisional epithet was illegit- 

imate if its publication contravened Arts. 51, 54, 57, 58 or 60. The Editorial Committee 
for the Sydney Code recognised that it was wrong to speak of an epithet as being illegitimate 
or legitimate and so altered the article to read "A name of a subdivision of a genus is 
illegitimate . ." etc. A subdivisional name could only contravene Art. 51 if it was proposed 
as new as the result of an alteration of the diagnostic characters or circumscription of a 
taxon, without exclusion of the type of the former name of that taxon. Such a name, 
violating priority in its rank, would be superfluous, and would hence derive its illegitimacy 
from its superfluity under Art. 63. This is clear from the example to Art. 51.1 (Centaurea 
jacea) even though that name is not a name of a subdivision of a genus. Since the illegitimacy 
of the name is derived from Art. 63 and not Art. 51 it is inappropriate to mention Art. 
51 in Art. 66, and it is curious that Art. 63 is not among the articles cited. A subdivisional 
name would violate Art. 54 if its epithet was newly introduced in place of an available 
epithet which ought to have been adopted. Such a name would, again, be superfluous and 
again its illegitimacy is derived from Art. 63 not from Art. 54. 

A subdivisional name would violate Art. 57 if it was an incorrect choice of a subdivisional 
epithet, not newly proposed, but simply being taken up in violation of the priority rule. 
Contrary to Art. 66, such a name is not illegitimate at all. Art. 63.3 declares it to be 
legitimate if it is derived from an existing legitimate basionym, but incorrect. Nor does 
Art. 57 (which contains no example of a subdivisional name) say that such a name would 
be illegitimate. 

A subdivisional name would violate Art. 58 if, being typified on a fossil or subfossil 
type, it was allowed priority over a synonym based on a recent type. This would be an 
incorrect usage of the fossil typified name; but that name cannot become illegitimate. A 
name cannot become illegitimate! 

A subdivisional name would contravene Art. 60 if it was given priority outside its own 
rank on transfer i.e. it would be proposed superfluously in the new rank. Contrary to Art. 
66 however, such a name is not illegitimate, according to Art. 63.3. 

Thus the "illegitimacy'' of a subdivisional name under Art. 66.1 can be traced back, in 
every instance, to its being superfluous under Art. 63. The citation of Arts. 51, 54 and 60 
under Art. 66 therefore serves no useful purpose, and to cite Art. 63 in place of them would 
simply be redundant. The citation of Arts. 57 and 58 under Art. 66 is plainly wrong. To 
say that a name of a subdivision of a genus is illegitimate and to be rejected if it is superfluous 
could be said under Art. 63, but this seems entirely uilnecessary since the use of the term 
"name" in Art. 63.1 already makes that Article applicable to subdivisional names. Art. 
66.1 (b) declared that an epithet of a type subgenus or section which contravened Art. 22.1 
was illegitimate; again, such a name would have been superfluous anyway. This provision 
was deleted at Sydney. The two notes to Art. 66 are inessential cross references. In con- 
clusion it is plain that Article 66 is totally unnecessary, being a bunch of cross references 
leading indirectly and confusingly to Art. 63. 

Proposal (30) Delete Art. 66. 
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Article 67 
Article 67 of the Leningrad Code provided that a specific or infraspecific epithet was 

illegitimate if it contravened Arts. 51, 53, 55, 56, 59 or 60. The Editorial Committee for 
the Sydney Code corrected the language by replacing the word "epithet" with the word 
"name." 

A name which contravenes Art. 51 is illegitimate merely because it is superfluous (Art. 
63) as is evident from the comparable examples of superfluous basionyms Centaurea 
vulgaris (Art. 51) and Chrysophyllum sericeum (Art. 63); both are superfluous. A name 
which contravenes Art. 53 is also illegitimate on account of being superfluous, as shown 
by the example: Hemerocallisflava L. is a superfluous substitute for the name H. lilioas- 
phodelus L. A name which contravenes Art. 55.1 is also illegitimate on account of being 
superfluous. In the example Ptilostemon muticum Cass., the epithet is a substitute for the 
epithet of the cited synonym Serratula chamaepeuce. Cassini should have called the taxon 
Ptilostemon chamaepeuce and the name he used is superfluous. 

A name which contravenes Art. 56 would also derive its illegitimacy from its superfluity, 
as would a name which contravened Art. 60, except that Art. 63.3 declares such names to 
be superfluous without being illegitimate. Art. 63.3 and Art. 67 are in conflict here; this 
becomes clearer when the status of the name Magnolia foetida, used as an example is 
investigated. Under Art. 63.3 this name is legitimate if derived from a legitimate basionym, 
but Art. 67 calls it illegitimate. The provision relating to Art. 59 was deleted at Sydney. 
Once again, Art. 67 is entirely unnecessary and should be deleted; where it is correct the 
situation is already covered by Art. 63. 

Proposal (31) Delete Art. 67. 
The substance of Art. 68 has already been dealt with above under the newly proposed Art. 63.8. 

Following acceptance of that proposal Art. 68 also becomes unnecessary. 

Proposal (32) Delete Art. 68. 

Article 72 
Art. 72 is a largely unnecessary article which simply states the obvious: that if a name 

has to be rejected it must be replaced by another name in accordance with the rules. Its 
sole unique feature is that it allows, in the circumstance that no epithet is available, for an 
epithet already applied in an incorrect ("illegitimate") sense to be adopted as new, the 
combination being treated as a new basionym, not as a recombination and thus avoiding 
automatic typification on the type of its "pseudobasionym" under Art. 55.2. This feature 
is contained in Note 1 and is accompanied by the examples of Caladrinia polyandra and 
Uredo aegopodii. While this feature needs to be retained, the rest of the Article can be 
dispensed with since it is covered by Arts. 51-62. 

Proposal (33) Change Note 1 to Art. 72 to read: 
"When a new epithet is required an author may adopt an epithet previously applied to the taxon 

in an incorrect combination if there is no obstacle to its adoption (e.g. tautonymy, homonymy); the 
epithet is then treated as newly introduced and the combination in which it appears is treated as a 
basionym, not as a recombination from a basionym. 

Examples: The name of the taxon Talinum polyandrum Ruiz & Pavon (1798) was used homony- 
mously for another Talinum by Hooker (Talinum polyandrum Hook., Bot. Mag. pl. 4833 (1855)) and 
must be rejected for that taxon as incorrect. When Bentham transferred Hooker's taxon to Caladrinia 
he called it Caladrinia polyandra Benth., Fl. Austr. v. 1, p. 172 (1863), adopting as new the epithet 
formerly used incorrectly; the priority of the epithet, in cases of synonymy, is from 1863, not from 
1855, and the author citation does not include a parenthetical reference to the name of Hooker. 
Similarly Uredo aegopodii Strauss, Ann. Wetter. Geo. 2(1): 101 (1810) and Uredo aegopodii Schu- 
macher, Enum. P1. Saell. v. 2, p. 253 (1803) are homonymous. The former, which bears an incorrect 
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name, was transferred to Puccinia by R6hling, Deutschl. Fl. ed. 2, v. 3(3), p. 131 (1813) under the 
name P. aegopodii which is treated as a new basionym, not as a recombination from the "basionym" 
of Strauss." 

Delete the rest of Art. 72 and renumber the text above as a paragraph of Art. 23, placing it with 
the other regulations concerning the adoption of specific epithets. 

Elimination of the Concepts of Legitimacy and Illegitimacy 
Looking back now to Art. 6 we can see that the concept of nomenclatural illegitimacy 

has been eliminated from all the articles which purported to define it. 

Proposal (34) Eliminate the concept of nomenclatural illegitimacy by deleting Art. 6.4 and the words 
"whether it is legitimate or illegitimate (see Art. 12)" from Art. 6.6. 

Proposal (35) Eliminate the concept of nomenclatural legitimacy by replacing Art. 6.3 with the fol- 
lowing: 

"6.3 A name is available for a taxon if it is validly published and the type of the name is included 
in the taxon" and replace the word "legitimate" in Art. 6.5 with the word "available". 

Proposal (36) The Editorial Board is asked to eliminate the words "legitimate" and "illegitimate" 
from the Code, replacing them by the terms valid, available etc., as appropriate in the context, e.g. 
Art. 6 Example; alter the wording to: 

"Ex. 1. The generic name Vexillifera Ducke (Arch. Jard. Bot. Rio de Janeiro 3: 139. 1922) is validly 
published and available for a genus including its type, V. micranthera Ducke. The same is true .... 
[etc.] The available name Vexillifera may therefore be correct or incorrect according to the different 
circumscriptions of taxa including its type". 

Art. 7.9 Example; change "an illegitimate homonym" to "a name unavailable on account". 
Art. 7.10; Delete the word "legitimate". 
Art. 11.2; Change "legitimate" to "available". 
Art. 11.3; Delete "legitimate" and change "illegitimate under" to "unavailable on account of'. 
Art. 14.8; Delete the second sentence. 
Art. 19.1; Delete "legitimate". 
Art. 22.1 and 22.2; Delete "legitimate". 
Art. 26.1 and 26.2; Delete "legitimate". 
Rec. 26A.3 Examples; Delete "legitimate" in both places, and change "Each name is legitimate and 

both can be used" (Ex. 2.) to "Both names can be used simultaneously". 
Art. 33.3 Note; Delete "but legitimate", and the reference to Art. 72.1(b). 
Art. 36 Examples; Change "the later S. kealiae is legitimate" to "the available name S. kealiae is 

correct for this taxon". 
Art. 45.3; Delete the section. 
Art. 49.1; Change "the author of the earlier epithet-bringing legitimate name (the author of the 

basionym)" to "the author who validly published the basionym". 
Rec. 50C; Change the first line to read: 

"When an incorrectly applied homonym is cited in synonymy ... the citation should be followed by 
the name of the original author of the homonym preceded by the word "non". In some cases it will 
be advisable to cite also any later incorrect application of the homonym, preceded by the word "nec". 

Art. 54; Delete the word "legitimate" from Art. 54.1(b). 
Art. 55.1; Delete the word "legitimate" from Art. 55.1(b). Delete the word "illegitimately" in the 

Conzya example; change "given by Spach is therefore legitimate" to "given by Spach was correct"; 
delete the word "legitimately" in the Cucubalus example. 

Art. 56.1; Delete the word "legitimate" from Art. 56.1(b). 
Art. 57.1; Delete the word "legitimate" in both instances. 
Art. 59.1; Change "legitimate" to "available". 
Art. 59.6 Example (1); Delete "and legitimate" and change "legitimately" to "correctly"; Example 

(2); delete "and legitimate" and change "legitimately" to "correctly"; in Example (4); delete "and 
legitimate". 

Art. 61; Delete the word "legitimate". 
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Art. 62.1; Change the word "legitimate" to "available". 
Art. 62.2; Change the word "legitimate" to "available". 
Rec. 72A; Change "an illegitimate epithet previously published for the same taxon" to "previously 

incorrectly applied epithets as new epithets for the same taxa" and transfer the recommendation to 
Rec. 33A. 

Those readers who have followed the argument this far will see that emendations to Proposals 6 
and 7 above are now in order. 

Proposal (37) In Proposal 6 above delete the words following "validly published generic name." 
Delete the proposed new note. Alter Proposal 7 above to read; "Delete the Note to Art. 6 adopted at 
Sydney." 

Some readers will be asking themselves what dire consequences will follow from the 
elimination of the concepts of nomenclatural legitimacy and illegitimacy. The consequences 
seem very slight but there is one change of practice which may be significant and this 
deserves discussion; it is the status of some replacement epithets proposed under present 
Art. 72. If the proposals put forward in this paper are adopted there will be a change of 
status for superfluous basionyms which are homotypic synonyms of earlier names (and 
hence permanently incorrect on account of the priority rule): they become correct names 
in the exceptional circumstances that all other available names are inadmissible. The 
example of Linum radiola illustrates the the effect perfectly. 

Under Radiola, a recombination Radiola radiola (L.) H. Karst 1882 is inadmissible (Art. 
23). The next oldest available epithet is multiflorum in Linum multiflorum Lam. 1779. 
This would have been the correct epithet for the species under Radiola except that the 
basionym Linum multiflorum was introduced superfluously; its consequential illegitimacy 
under the present Art. 63 makes its epithet permanently incorrect in any combination for 
this species. In consequence of the disqualification of the epithet multiflorum yet another 
otherwise "unnecessary" epithet is required when the species concerned is assigned to 
Radiola; this is the epithet linoides which is correctly combined in the basionym Radiola 
linoides Roth 1788. Elimination of illegitimacy would make the epithet multiflorum avail- 
able again if needed so that Radiola linoides would become Radiola multiflorum. This 
seems to be no great inconvenience and indeed is consistent with the priority principle. 
The number of combinations affected by such a change must be minute. If the change 
seriously causes hardship there exist procedures now under Art. 14 and Art. 69 which could 
probably be invoked to dispose of the unwanted epithet. This objection should not be 
considered as a serious impediment to the scheme to eliminate nomenclatural illegitimacy. 

Article 72.1 commences by reiterating the priority principle and then lists the options 
open in the proposition of a new name. In a more sensibly organised Code these statements 
would be unnecessary; they seem necessary only because the Code has, despite its valid 
concern with preserving the nomenclatural work of the past allowed itself to dwell cen- 
soriously and vindictively on the rejection of names. It is time we grew out of this. 

The other area in which valid concern may be expressed is whether the changes to Art. 
63 will result in a flood of hitherto forgotten generic names and epithets becoming priorable 
once again and overthrowing the use of later epithets and generic names which were 
proposed to supplant them. It is not easy to discover to what extent botanists have actually 
tried to apply Art. 63, rejecting initially superfluous names which do not have the same 
type as the priorable names which ought to have been adopted and replacing the rejected 
names with new names based on different types, amending the circumscriptions to exclude 
the types of the names which ought to have been adopted originally. Theoretically of course 
this could not happen because of the compulsory typification of the superfluous name so 
as to make it a homotypic synonym of the "correct" name. If theory has been followed in 
practice therefore there is no problem, provided the superfluous name is not retypified. 
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The sort of case which could cause a problem would be the Halymenia one discussed above 
if someone had noticed that Halymenia was superfluous on account of Palmaria, auto- 
matically mistypified it on H. palmata, then rejected Halymenia as a junior synonym of 
Palmaria and renamed all the numerous species of "Halymenia auctorum" in new com- 
binations under a new generic name. It is hard to conceive that anyone would do such a 
stupid and unhelpful thing; he would either ignore the superfluity of the generic name (as 
generations of phycologists have done) and go on using it as before, disregarding the Code, 
or else he would propose it for conservation (as Silva has recently done) merely to ensure 
that it was appropriately typified and able to be retained in its established sense. The 
"useless creation of names" was condemned in the Preamble to the Code, but was actually 
encouraged by the instructions given in the Code. If these bad instructions have not been 
observed then it is sensible to change them. In fact, although such examples have been 
sought, only one has been produced. Greuter used Art. 63 to reject the superfluous name 
Monerma Pal. de Beauvois 1812 and supplanted it with the name Hainardia Greuter 1967. 
Monerma was rejected as superfluous because, in Greuter's assessment Monerma as treated 
by Palisot de Beauvois "included" the type (Lepturus repens (Forst. f.) R. Br.) of Lepturus 
R. Br. 1810. Accordingly Monerma was illegitimate and automatically typified on the type 
of Lepturus, such a typification overriding any conventional historical lectotypification on 
e.g. M. cylindrica (Willd.) Cosson & Durieu 1855. Greuter's analysis was not quite correct. 
The syntypes of Monerma are Monerma monandra PB and M. repens (R. Br.)PB. Monerma 
cylindrica was explicitly placed in another genus as Ophiurus cylindricus (Willd.)PB. More- 
over M. monandra was explicitly designated as lectotype by Niles (1925, p. 201) and it is 
this lectotypification which was overridden by Art. 7.11, not the impossible lectotypification 
on M. cylindrica, which is contrary to Art. 10. Monerma monandra is commonly considered 
to be a heterotypic synonym of M. cylindrica. Thus Monerma sensu stricto became a junior 
synonym of Lepturus while the taxon Monerma was left without any name, so that the 
new name Hainardia had to be provided for it, typified on H. cylindrica (Willd.) Greuter. 
The name Monerma had been little used in the literature, since the taxon Monerma had 
generally been treated as congeneric with Lepturus anyway. It would have been perfectly 
possible for Greuter to have proposed the conservation of Monerma with M. monandra 
(= M. cylindrica) as its nomenclatural type, freeing it from automatic typification and from 
illegitimacy but still leaving it as a junior synonym of Lepturus (i.e. not rejecting this name) 
when a broad concept of the latter was entertained, and avoiding the need for yet another 
name (not used at all until then) in the circumstances when "Monerma" was treated as 
distinct from Lepturus. Greuter felt disinclined to take this course, commenting (pers. 
comm.) that Monerma is precisely the sort of name which the Committee for Spermato- 
phyta has favoured doing away with instead of saving. One must question the wisdom of 
such a philosophy. The expedient scrapping of nomenclature designating unpopular taxo- 
nomic concepts only to cause the proposition of more names later is out of sympathy with 
the priority principle and only serves to unnecessarily complicate the nomenclature of the 
groups concerned and to impede literature searching. It is always subject to later subversion 
anyway (e.g. a proposal now made to conserve Monerma with M. monandra as type would 
result in Hainardia becoming a superfluous later heterotypic synonym of the legitimised 
name). That the status quo which existed for a century and a half could only be preserved 
by a legal subterfuge (conservation of Monerma) might be seen as unfortunate, since it 
would be simpler for everyone if the subterfuge could be avoided or the need for it elim- 
inated. This would be the effect of Proposals 13 to 28 above. Monerma Pal. de Beau. 1812 
would be a priorable name initially proposed as an unnecessary junior synonym for the 
correct name (Lepturus) of the taxon treated by Palisot de Beauvois, and accordingly 
incorrect but subsequently (from the exclusion of the type of Lepturus from the circum- 
scription of Monerma) an available name for the segregated taxon which includes its type 
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M. monandra. The name Hainardia would be a holotypified, superfluous heterotypicjunior 
synonym of Monerma and no loss to anyone. 

The last major attempt to sort out the dissatisfaction with Art. 63, in the report of a 
Special Committee on Superfluous Names, resulted in a set of minority reports (all but 
one (Prop. G.) of which were rejected by the Seattle Congress) because the committee 
members were not able to agree on basic points of interpretation and intended meanings. 
It has been clear to me ever since I began work on Art. 63 some years ago that a variety 
of conflicting interpretations of actual and intended meanings exists even today. Accord- 
ingly I surveyed the opinions of a group of experienced nomenclators with a questionnaire 
designed to show what views were held by them and what, if any general agreements could 
be used as a basis for reconciling divergent views and evident difficulties. Despite the 
experience and eminence of the respondents their answers displayed a variety of conflicting 
interpretations of the Article, even though several assured me that everything was perfectly 
clear and there was no problem. Because most of the replies were internally inconsistent 
the respondents were asked to clarify particular points so that I could establish their views 
accurately. 

Two particular problems which arose with several respondents concerned the status of 
what previous Codes called "superfluous epithets". Several respondents pointed out (cor- 
rectly) that "superfluity" and "illegitimacy" are, like validity and typification, properties 
of NAMES, and that since, strictly speaking epithets are not NAMES (Art. 11.3) such 
adjectives as "superfluous", "valid" and "illegitimate" cannot apply to them but only to 
the combinations in which the epithets appear. Epithets have no separate existence in 
botanical nomenclature; they exist only as parts of combinations. While this position is 
correct, the code did, then speak of "superfluous names and epithets" (Art. 7.11) and of 
"illegitimate names or epithets" (Art. 66, 67). (The editors noted this discrepancy and have 
removed such expressions from the Sydney Code.) The Code was not merely using a 
misleading ellipsis, for the status of combinations is ambiguous. As pointed out above, the 
notion of superfluity is essentially connected to the infringement of the priority principle. 
This is easy enough to understand in the case of unitary (e.g. generic) names for a generic 
name is superfluous when it is an unnecessary replacement for an available priorable name. 
Combinations however do not exert priority over one another. It is the epithets in ba- 
sionymous combinations which exert priority. As free floating radicals epithets have no 
properties. For example the epithet rubiginosa by itself cannot be validly published, cannot 
exert priority, cannot be legitimate or illegitimate and cannot be typified. When it appears 
in a combination (e.g. Fuirena rubiginosa Spreng. 1807) the combination can be validly 
published, legitimate or illegitimate, and typified. But the combination does not exert 
priority over synonyms e.g. over Cladium glomeratum R. Br. 1810. If these two names 
are treated as synonyms, whether under Fuirena, or Cladium or Baumea, the epithet 
rubiginosa exerts priority over the epithet glomerata. The combination Fuirena rubiginosa 
Spreng. 1807 does not exert priority over the combination Cladium glomeratum R. Br. 
1810 when the species is treated as a Cladium; for the earlier combination is simply not 
a possible name for a species of Cladium (Art. 11.3; 23.1), because it does not have the 
requisite form. When the combination Cladium rubiginosum was adopted it was the correct 
name for the taxon under Cladium, despite the fact that there was an earlier legitimate 
available name (Cladium glomeratum R. Br., 1810) a senior synonym, which did NOT 
exert priority. Under the Kew Rule it would have had priority, but this rule was scrapped 
in the 1930 Code. 

The Code was therefore correct to speak of epithets (always as parts of basionymous 
combinations, never as free radicals) as being superfluous when their introduction con- 
travenes priority. The wording "superfluous name or epithet" in Art. 7.11 was logically 
correct; if the wording "superfluous name or combination" is substituted one finds that 
the meaning of Art. 63 is changed to restore the Kew Rule, overthrowing the priority of 
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epithets. But while it was logical to speak of a superfluous epithet, it was not logical to 
speak of an illegitimate one. The solution to this semantic conundrum seems to be found 
in the expression "a basionym is superfluous if...". The basionym has the properties of 
validity, legitimacy, typification and correctness (or their opposites), but the epithet has 
the properties of priorability and superfluity (or their opposites). But one can also speak 
of a superfluous basionym. This position also clarifies the doubt expressed by a few over 
whether the epithet or the combination containing it should be called "legitimate/illegit- 
imate". Most felt that a combination could be called illegitimate but that an epithet could 
not, despite the wording of Arts. 66 and 67, to which some respondents objected. The 
Code was certainly wrong in speaking of epithets as illegitimate. The source of these 
problems of interpretation arises from the spurious equation of superfluity with illegitimacy 
in Art. 63.1. The proposals made above on Art. 63 resolve the problems by clarifying the 
connection of superfluity with priority infringement and eliminating the irrelevant concept 
of illegitimacy. 

The typification of superfluous names gave rise to three different viewpoints. On the one 
hand there were those who were implacably opposed in principle and in practice to au- 
tomatic typification of superfluous names and who wanted superfluous names to be subject 
to conventional lectotypification where not holotypified, the typification being based on 
study of the protologue. On the other extreme were those who took the view that since 
superfluous names were illegitimate and going to be rejected anyway they should all be 
automatically typified and were even prepared to allow automatic typification to override 
holotypification in order to punish the authors of the superfluous names for foisting them 
on their colleagues in the first place. Those who take this view overlook Art. 7.9 which 
still compels automatic typification of names which are mere substitutes. Attempting a 
middle path, Nicolson alone (pers. comm.) wanted to retain automatic typification for 
names which were not holotypified, but wanted to interpret holotypification broadly enough 
to avoid automatic typification wherever possible. This is much the present position which 
both the major factions find unsatisfactory. Opinions on the value of automatic typification 
are sharply divided with nomenclatorial heavyweights ranged on both sides of the fight. 

It is fitting to review briefly the earlier proposals made on Art. 63 by the Special Com- 
mittee on Superfluous Names (Regnum Vegetabile 60, pp. 74-99) and to compare their 
proposals to those made herein. I find myself in partial agreement with the principles on 
which Burtt based his arguments. "There are some good arguments in favour of the view 
that a Code of Nomenclature never needed a category of illegitimate names. A name should 
be correct or incorrect and that is sufficient." (I.c., p. 77.) Proposal A by Burtt (ibid., p. 
79) provided "That the whole concept of illegitimacy be deleted from the Code" and with 
this I agree. Burtt also provided for the establishment of a list of nomina specifica conser- 
vanda, which we now have, but which for quite different reasons, unconnected with this 
particular question, I am still opposed to. I consider that Burtt's expectation that such a 
list could be closed after 10 years is unrealistic. Burtt proposed the abolition of Art. 7.11 
(then Art. 7, Note 4, paragraph 3) saying "clearly the abolition of illegitimacy is pointless 
if all the names concerned are automatically typified in this way. There seems nothing to 
prevent the lectotype being chosen according to the evidence of the protologue; it should 
be that element which was central to the authors working concept." (ibid., p. 77.) With 
this too I agree. The third matter which I consider essential to a resolution of the problem, 
the splitting of the article to deal separately with generic and suprageneric names on the 
one hand and with recombinations and basionyms on the other, was not suggested by Burtt 
nor indeed by any other on the Special Committee. Burtt's detailed proposals were com- 
bined in a package proposal (A). To me it seems paradoxical that he retained the concept 
of nomenclatural legitimacy while abolishing its opposite, nomenclatural illegitimacy; logic 
requires the retention or rejection of both concepts. Despite this and my objections to 
nomina specifica conservanda (a fait accompli) I am substantially in agreement with Pro- 
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posal A. The alternative (Proposal B) put forward by Burtt (and which nobody supported) 
proposed the restriction of the "principle of illegitimate [i.e. superfluous] names to two 
ranks, genus and species" thus removing suprageneric names from the scope of the Article 
and the stigma of superfluity/illegitimacy. This is the situation which we now have, following 
an alteration to the Article made at Sydney. The proposal also contemplated permitting a 
"superfluous and therefore illegitimate" name to be readopted, with its type (i.e. lectotype) 
from a later date. This proposal also deleted Art. 7 Note 4 paragraph 3 (now Art. 7.11) 
but retained the concept of illegitimacy. The provision for allowing an "illegitimate" name 
to become legitimate at some date after its valid publication would have raised the new 
concept of "legitimate publication" which is a complication a Code of Nomenclature can 
well do without, involving as it does an obscuring of the hitherto clear pattern ofpriorability. 
In its simplistic equation of "superfluous name = illegitimate name" the proposal is de- 
fective. Proposal C by Burtt, Jacobs, Silva and Singer (which was opposed only by Morton) 
is one made herein (deletion of Art. 7 Note 4 paragraph 3 (i.e. Art. 7.11)). Proposal C bis 
by Burtt is a three-part package, parts two and three of which I am opposed to. 

Jacobs gives a perceptive analysis of Art. 63 and appreciates well the philosophy and 
intentions behind the Article. He draws out the illogicalities of the Article and the contra- 
dictions in methodology inherent in its application. Staging a confrontation of "the type 
method" with "the circumscription method" he confuses the matter by pretending that 
the two are not reconcilable. He draws a proper distinction however between fair typification 
and forced mistypification, and recalls the proposal of Donk (Regnum Vegetabile 30: 45 
(1964)) who suggested that a superfluous name should not be called illegitimate but rather 
incorrect, which would leave the name, once subjected to fair typification, nomenclaturally 
available. This is of course the position which I have taken. Asking why this proposal of 
Donk failed, Jacobs remarks that while it could not be said for certain, it may be supposed 
that it was because the author had made too many proposals. It has to be acknowledged 
that a short but bad proposal has a better chance of success than a lengthy but good one, 
merely because few botanists can understand the arguments well anyway and they are 
impatient with long and reasoned arguments. Many of them will have abandoned this 
paper long before this point, if they ever began to read it at all! Jacobs usefully points out 
that the present Rule only came into existence in 1935 and the claims that botanists have 
been working much longer along these lines seem hard to substantiate. The present rigidity 
of the rule, through forced mistypification, only came into being in the Stockholm Code 
(1952). Since then the Article has been ignored by many botanists (especially among 
cryptogamists); it has been watered down, compromised and amended repeatedly so as to 
weaken its influence of principle. Most problems which the Article poses for generic names 
seem to have been circumvented by conservation. It is generally believed that hardly anyone 
would support such an Article if it were being introduced today and the fear of making a 
fundamental improvement to the Article is basically just a sop to certain European and 
American phanaerogamists who want to retain nomenclatural stability for the taxa of higher 
plants (usually species) familiar to them. In effect they say; "we have tidied up our little 

gardens; follow our lead in weeding your jungles." The ideal of a stable nomenclature for 
stable taxonomic groups is not an ideal of the Code, which has for its objective the estab- 
lishment of a stable system of naming all taxonomic groups. Jacobs notes that to estimate 
accurately the number of name alterations made on account of Art. 63 is impossible but 
that it is felt to amount to several hundreds in vascular plants, part of which total has been 
dealt with. Among mycologists there is a feeling that the total number of cases is far greater 
and may run into thousands; hence the unwillingness of mycologists (especially Donk) in 

applying the Article with the effect of rejecting dozens of well founded and widely used 
generic names. Similarly in the algae, where so much nomenclatural havoc is wrought by 
the early, long forgotten work of Stackhouse, phycologists have been unwilling to deprive 
themselves of most of the classical generic names on which the literature of the nineteenth 
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century is founded by application of a bad rule. Jacobs criticised the attitude of those who 
consider that the Article has been there for a while and we now just have to live with it: 
"This is choosing for stability of names rather than for stability of the Code [i.e. for the 
system of naming groups] while overlooking the fact that the younger generation will have 
to live with it longer." (ibid. p. 86.) He observes too that the continuing refusal of so many 
botanists to apply the rules leads to a duality of procedure and an ambiguity about super- 
fluous names which is itself a source of instability. 

Jacobs favoured the deletion of Art. 7 Note 4 paragraph 3, as I do. In his Proposal D 
he also abolishes the concept of illegitimacy in connection with superfluous names, but he 
goes further than I do, and in my view spoils his Proposal by abolishing the concept of 
superfluity itself, which is well established as a logical concept, and too well embedded in 
the literature for its complete disposal to be possible. Along with it the definitions of 
"inclusion of a type" would either be discarded (although it was only at this point in the 
evolution of the Article that what this meant was first spelled out-see below), or else 
rather too obscurely subsumed within the expression "is available". The proposal is also 
deficient in as much as it does not eliminate the concept of illegitimacy from the whole 
Code, but only from the one Article, and that even within that Article the concept of 
legitimacy is retained, when it is logically unnecessary since its opposite has been discarded. 

The arguments advanced by Morton were rightly characterised by Silva (Regnum Ve- 
getabile 81: 114 (1972)) as "nit picking". Morton evades all the central issues and only 
attempts to put band aids over the festering wound of open interpretation. He was prepared 
not merely to retain automatic forced mistypification but even to let it override holotyp- 
ification. He was prepared also to compromise the retroactivity of lectotypification. Al- 
though his Proposal G and the examples to it included in Proposals H, I, J, K appear to 
clarify what "inclusion of a type" means they in fact served to obscure the sense of 
superfluity by creating situations in which plainly unnecessarily introduced names were 
not, strictly speaking, "superfluous". The proposals failed also to recognise the inappro- 
priateness of the concept of illegitimacy in the superfluity problem. Although Morton's 
Proposals E and F were rejected, the band-aid Proposal G and its examples were accepted 
and eventually became part of the Code, as Art. 63.2. 

Silva's proposals, while opposing the procedure of automatic typification, retained the 
concept of illegitimacy and altered the definition of superfluity to equate it with homotypy 
i.e. only homotypic superfluous names were truly superfluous, the rest ("heterotypic su- 
perfluous names") were not really superfluous at all. This position is close to that favoured 
by Nicolson (pers. comm.). Silva also rejected the retroactivity of lectotypification. 

Singer prefaced his proposals with a succinct account of the two basic "tendencies" with 
which Art. 63 is regarded. These remain pertinent to our situation today. He introduced 
confusion into his remarks on superfluity by rejecting, in his proposal, the retroactivity of 
lectotypification. His example of Rhodophyllus, a plainly "superfluous" name which would 
not be superfluous under his proposal, illustrates this confusion. 

None of these proposals, then, seems entirely satisfactory to me, although the adoption 
of Burtt's proposal would have been generally advantageous, and the clarification of "in- 
clusion of a type" was a slight improvement. The discussion of the proposals in the report 
of the Nomenclature Sessions (Regnum vegetabile 81, pp. 168-216) ignored most of the 
proposals and records the reluctance of the session to take a serious interest in a highly 
complex matter too difficult for most people to understand. Like the discussion of other 
complex matters (orthography, autonymy) the discussion was superficial and procedural, 
short on ideas. The session created a further special committee to consider the problem 
afresh but the committee never functioned. Subsequently there has been a general reluctance 
to reopen the question, such is the evident distaste with which the controversy is viewed. 
For all that distaste for the debate, there remains a widespread and deep-seated dissatis- 
faction with Art. 63 which can only be assuaged by rational reform. My earlier proposals 
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on the matter (Prop. 193-196 to the Sydney Congress) were rejected in the mail vote and 
not discussed at Sydney. It was put to me that the individual main proposal was too long 
and complicated, so that everyone found at least something to object to in it. And doubtless 
I had made too many proposals! Here then are even more proposals, but they are shorter 
ones, which may prove more palatable. In dragging the matter up again I have made my 
proposals early, hoping that this will allow time for consideration and discussion of them 
and that there will, consequently, be enough well informed people at the next Congress to 
resolve the matter in a logical way so that it will not need to come up again. 
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